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i want to throw up when i hear "splinters" because it is the ultimate rock anthem. it
opens with the most powerful drumbeat i have ever heard, and the song just never

stops. i always find myself singing along to it; even when i'm driving. it makes you want
to get out on the road and never look back. there's so many songs on this album that i
have my favorites. this is the greatest album that i have ever heard. they are just so

fierce with their talent. all of the songs are so energetic and heartfelt. i love this album.
the best one i've ever heard. i love this band and am lucky to know them personally.

this song is the worst song i have ever heard. i hate it.. i hate the murphys. the fact that
it's so loud makes me want to blow my ears off. i want to give it the finger everytime i
hear it. great for no reason though. this song is just played during halftime of football
games and it is the worst of all the murphys songs. my favorite murph is jd. he is so

cool, and such a genius. best song ever made. listening to the murphys is like being in a
bar with new friends, and everyone is having a great time, but the band is playing 'the

warrior's code' and you can't help but let go. if you can catch this song live, you're in for
a treat, this is what you want to listen to.the whole album is good but the song warriors

is so good. i also like howie yeats song. this is the best 'murphys' album ever.why do
the ira and the british go to war? the ira go to war because their lovelies are corrupting

our youth, / a woman who's getting you drunk, she loves you hard. and / she loves a
young gun named drokie murphy.
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here's what you get: live show,
excellent sound quality, nice cover art.
for a fast and fun murphys show, check
out we got the bags. the murphys have
matured over time and their sound has

changed for the better. not a bad
collection of songs, good diversity.

great show! this video gives a good idea
of the band's style. great live show!
there are a couple of covers, and the

audience sing along to them. the dvd is
good quality and has plenty of songs.

the sound quality is nice. must have for
any murphys fan. the band and crowd
are enjoying themselves. a great live

show from the dropkicks. the dvd
quality transfer is great with no audio

problems. the front cover is a dvd
manual. the back cover has a

discography and band photo. the show
is filmed at the palace of auburn hills.

perhaps the best place to see them live.
i love the dropkicks and their music.
their cd's are better than some of the

stuff i buy. their dvd's are also worth it.
the only problem with this one is that it

was released about a year after the
dvd's we already have and that there is
a better version of this show that was

released in europe. it's not that there's
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anything wrong with this dvd, but if you
want to see this show then you'll have
to wait. the band's 15th studio album,

world gone crazy, was released in
february 2015. the dropkick murphys'
official site describes the album as "a

fast-paced collection of tunes that cover
a broad range of music." the group's

popularity remains as high as ever, so
be sure to catch them if they're

performing near you. this is the first
release in the band's discography, and
is a two-disc set, with the second disc
containing the band's first five singles.
the first two singles came from their
second album, oh love is like a tiger.
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